Multiple homonuclear band-selective decoupling NMR: Fast and unambiguous determination of diastereomeric excess.
Discrimination and quantification of chiral stereoisomers have been studied by different analytical methods, and NMR has emerged as a powerful one with the advancements in pure-shift NMR methods. In the present manuscript, an al-F1F2-MHOBS-DIAG NMR method for the quantification of diastereomeric excess ratio (dr) has been proposed and demonstrated, using hesperidin and naringin mixtures. This method enables simultaneous quantification of dr at multiple resonances, in a single experiment, and it takes only 10 min to record. The present method uses spectral aliasing and thus demands only very few indirect dwell increments. Further, the measured dr values are very reliable, because we consider several spins for the quantification.